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66% Lodi, 134% California
0.59 TA, 3.52 pH, 13.8% alc. by vol.
49% Petite Sirah, 36% Zinfandel
10% Barbera, 5% Muscat

RED BLEND
CALIFORNIA
2013

. GRAPE SOURCING .
Grapes for this wine were sourced from vineyards across some of
the best growing regions throughout California, providing the
wine with rich, intriguing complexity. Grapes drawn from Lodi
vineyards provide ripe berry fruit flavors, while vineyards in the
North Coast, provide grapes with richness and balance. The result
is a wine with exceptional finesse and structure, as well as full body
and rich fruit flavors.

. VINTAGE .

The 2013 vintage of Red wine varietals experienced some
outstanding growing conditions this harvest yielding generous
amounts of high quality fruit. Moderate weather throughout the
growing season has put little pressure on the vines and provided
grapes with well-balanced chemistries. Our Red wine blend
displays ripe fruit aromas and flavor, richness and balanced acidity.

. WINEMAKING .

. WINEMAKING NOTES .
Our wine displays intriguing wild berry and plum flavors, silky
tannins and richness and on the palate. A velvety mouth feel and
the smooth finish round out this intriguing, full-bodied red blend.
Pair with lamb chops grilled with rosemary and thyme, seasonal
vegetables and polenta.

Building harmony and goodwill…one glass at a time!
Please Visit Our Website: www.kumbayawine.com
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The wine reflects an artist’s palette of various varietals that each
contributes a unique flavor component to the finished blend.
Petite Sirah grapes were used for a bold luscious flavor. Ripe, rich
Zinfandel was added to provide spice and intense fruit. A dash of
Barbera was added to provide a silky texture and excellent acidity
and lastly a little Muscat to add a bit of sweet.

